MCS-33/33T

LOADING
The proprietary and patented Gripper Tipper®
is capable of handling all bin types including 64,

COLLECTION TRUCKS

96 and 175-gallon containers with a “One Step”

The MCS-33/33T: The Fusion of
Productivity and Convenience

tipping up to 3 bins in 15 seconds. The expandable

operation. Multiple tipping locations allow for
and lockable bin tipper enclosures provide a sealed
compartment which ensures material is protected
from environmental elements while maximizing
security and operator safety.

CONTROLS
The LCD monitor, conveniently located on the
control panel, allows for constant payload
The document shredding industry’s most

monitoring. Bins are loaded at curb-level utilizing

efficient collection trucks. Loaded with features,

convenient yet rugged hydraulic control levers.

it boasts up to 13,000 lbs of payload capacity,
and holds twice the paper as a 24' straight
truck. The MCS-33/33T are perfect additions to
your shredding operation.

AUTO UNLOADING
Both models feature a walking floor for quick and
easy unloading. When maximum capacity is reached,
the operator simply activates the active floor and
in minutes is back on route. Less time unloading
equates to more time generating revenue.

MCS-33T
The MCS-33T utilizes a forward double-wide bin
tipper and a single wide rear cart tipper.

MCS-33
The MCS-33 is equipped with a double-wide forward
tunnel and cart tipper.

MCS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Freightliner M2106

MCS-33T

S

ENGINEERING

System Controls

Ground / Curb Level

Cycle Time:
Load (per lift) / Unload (full load)

< 15 s / < 5 min

Legal Payload Capacity, Up To**

13,000 lbs

Loading Method

Single Tipper at Rear 64/96
Double Tipper at Front 64/96/174

Unloading Method

Active Floor

Drive Configuration

PTO / Hydraulic

Chassis Type

Single Axle

Chassis GVW

33,000 lbs

Chassis Horsepower

250 hp

Body Construction

Unibody FRP

SYSTEM DIMENSIONS

MCS-33T
COLLECTION TRUCK

The MCS-33T: The Fusion of
Productivity and Convenience

Overall Length

33’ 7”

Body Length

24’ 3”

Width

8' 6"

Height

13' 5”

Weight Empty

20,000 lbs

Product specifications subject to change without notice.

| S | = Standard

| O | = Option

| X | = Not Available

*Throughput is an estimate based on actual test data and can vary depending upon many factors, including paper type, system maintenance and operator training.
**Legal Payload Capacity is an estimate based on chassis GVRW only. Actual payload can vary depending on many factors including paper type, weather conditions,
and system maintenance. Shred-Tech does not guarantee throughput or payload results. Rev 02/10/16
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